National Taxonomy of Exempt Entities

A Arts, Culture, and Humanities
  Arts Festivals (TA-050)
  **A01 Alliance & Advocacy (A)**
  Arts/Humanities Councils (TD-140.040)
  Community Action/Social Advocacy Groups (TD-160)
  Displays/Exhibits (TJ-650.180)
  Public Awareness/Education (TJ-650)
  Speakers/Speakers Bureau (TJ-650.800)
  Subject Specific Public Awareness/Education (TJ-650.850)

A02 Management & Technical Assistance (A)
  Administrative Entities (TF-050)
    Meeting Space (TF-200.500)
    Office Space (TF-200.630)
    Organizational Consultation/Technical Assistance (TO-600)
    Organizational Development and Management Delivery Methods (TO-600)
    Organizational Training Services (TO-660)
    Outsourcing Services (TO-680)
    Workrooms (TF-200.950)
  Workshops/Symposiums (TJ-650.950)

A03 Professional Societies & Associations (A)
  Architectural Associations (TN-035)
  Arts Associations (TN-040)
  Occupational/Professional Associations (TN-050)

A05 Research Institutes & Public Policy Analysis (A)
  Basic Research (TJ-700.100)
  Causational Research (TJ-700.150)
  Census Data (TJ-700.155)
  Demonstration/Pilot Projects (TJ-700.180)
  Human Services Statistics (TJ-700.300)
  Organizational Development/Management Research (TA-640)
  Research (TJ-700)

A11 Single Organization Support (A)
  Auxiliaries (TD-140.050)

A12 Fund Raising & Fund Distribution (A)
  Building Acquisition/Construction/Renovation Funds (TF-220.150-10)
  Capital Support (TF-220.150)
  Debt Reduction Funds (TF-220.170)
  Emergency Funds (TF-220.180)
  Endowment Funds (TF-220.185)
  Equipment Funds (TF-220.150-19)
  Funding (TF-220)
  General/Operating Funds (TF-220.250)
  Land Acquisition Funds (TF-220.150-45)
  Program Development Funds (TF-220.660)
  Seed Money (TF-220.800)
  Technical Assistance Funds (TF-220.850)

A19 Support N.E.C. (A)
  Fundraising Product Wholesalers (TF-220.200)
  In Kind Contributions (TF-220.330)

A20 Arts & Culture
  Arts and Culture (TA)

A25 Arts Education
  Architecture Appreciation (PL-740.070)
  Art Appreciation (PL-740.070-08)
  Arts and Crafts Instruction (PL-740.050)
  Arts Appreciation (PL-740.070)
  Balloon Sculpting Instruction (PL-740.050-02)
  Basket Weaving Instruction (PL-740.050-04)
  Batik/Tie Dye Instruction (PL-740.050-06)
  Beadwork Instruction (PL-740.050-07)
  Bookbinding Instruction (PL-740.050-08)
  Calligraphy Instruction (PL-740.050-10)
  Candle Making Instruction (PL-740.050-11)
  Cartooning Instruction (PL-740.050-12)
  Ceramics Instruction (PL-740.050-14)
  Children's Arts and Crafts (PL-740.050-16)
  Circus Arts Instruction (PL-740.145)
  Dance Appreciation (PL-740.070-17)
  Decoupage Instruction (PL-740.050-18)
  Doll Making Instruction (PL-740.050-19)
  Drawing Instruction (PL-740.050-20)
  Felt Making Instruction (PL-740.050-23)
  Fiction Writing Instruction (PL-740.950-20)
  Film Appreciation (PL-740.070-20)
  Filmmaking Instruction (PL-740.200)
  Folk/Ethnic Art Instruction (PL-740.050-25)
  Glass Art Instruction (PL-740.050-27)
  Gourd Art Instruction (PL-740.050-29)
  Graphic Arts Instruction (PL-740.050-30)
  Jewelry Making Instruction (PL-740.050-35)
  Leather Arts Instruction (PL-740.050-45)
  Macrame Instruction (PL-740.050-50)
  Marquetry Instruction (PL-740.050-53)
  Mask Making Instruction (PL-740.050-54)
  Mosaic Work Instruction (PL-740.050-55)
  Music Appreciation (PL-740.050-57)
  Opera Appreciation (PL-740.070-65)
  Origami Instruction (PL-740.050-62)
  Painting Instruction (PL-740.050-65)
  Papier Maché Instruction (PL-740.050-66)
  Photography Instruction (PL-740.050-67)
  Playwriting/Screenwriting Instruction (PL-740.950-65)
  Poetry Writing Instruction (PL-740.950-70)
  Polymer Clay Instruction (PL-740.050-69)
  Puppets/Puppet Craft (PL-740.050-70)
  Recreational/Leisure/Arts Instruction (PL-740)
  Rubber Stamping Instruction (PL-740.050-75)
  Schools of the Arts (HD-600.800)
  Scrapbooking Instruction (PL-740.050-78)
  Sculpture Instruction (PL-740.050-80)
  Soap Making Instruction (PL-740.050-81)
  Stained Glass Instruction (PL-740.050-82)
  Theater Appreciation (PL-740.070-85)
  Tile/Decorative Painting Instruction (PL-740.050-87)
  Weaving/Spinning Instruction (PL-740.050-95)
  Woodwork Instruction (PL-740.050-97)
  Writing Instruction (PL-740.950)

A26 Arts Councils & Agencies
  Arts/Humanities Councils (TD-140.040)

A30 Media & Communications
  Community Web Portals (TJ-180.330-10)
  Electronic Communication Networks (TJ-180.650-20)
  Electronic Information Resources (TJ-180)
  Electronic Mail Providers (TJ-180.330-15)
  FTP (File Transfer Protocol) Sites (TJ-180.330-20)
  Internet Information Resources (TJ-180.330)
  Internet Service Providers (TJ-180.650-33)
  Listservs (TJ-180.330-45)
  Media/Communications (TJ-650)
  Media Presentations (TJ-650.510)
  Public Internet Access Sites (TJ-180.670)
  Recording Studios (TJ-550.720)
  Newsreels (TJ-550.600)
  Newspaper Publishers/Distributors (TJ-550.600)
  Newspaper Columns (TJ-650.510-60)
  Newsletters (TJ-650.560)
  Media Materials (TJ-650.500)
  Mailing Labels (TJ-650.495)
  Foreign Language Newspapers (TJ-550.600-20)
  Directory Publication (TJ-650.170)
  Community Calendars (TJ-650.100)
  Book Publishers/Distributors (TJ-550.100)
  Author Reading Instruction (PL-740.950)
  Author Workshops (TJ-650.950)
  Author Writing Instruction (PL-740.500)
  Author Workshops (TJ-650.950)
  Author Writing Instruction (PL-740.500)
  Author Workshops (TJ-650.950)
  Author Writing Instruction (PL-740.500)
  Author Workshops (TJ-650.950)
  Author Writing Instruction (PL-740.500)
  Author Workshops (TJ-650.950)
  Author Writing Instruction (PL-740.500)
  Author Workshops (TJ-650.950)
  Author Writing Instruction (PL-740.500)
  Author Workshops (TJ-650.950)
  Author Writing Instruction (PL-740.500)
  Author Workshops (TJ-650.950)
  Author Writing Instruction (PL-740.500)
  Author Workshops (TJ-650.950)